Introduction
In a previous paper [1] , henceforth referred to as I, we discussed extensions of the Virasoro algebra which we constructed from Kac-Moody algebras g by generalizing the Sugawara construction to higher order Casimir invariants of the underlying finite dimensional Lie algebra g. This was done in an attempt to understand the occurrence of larger symmetries in d = 2 conformal field theories and their implications for the physical spectra.
The starting point in I was a conformal field J(z) taking values in a Lie algebra g. Its components J~(z), defined with respect to an antihermitian basis (T a, a= 1,2 ..... dim(g), Tr(T"Tb)=--6"b}, (1.2) where ~/-<x,)(g, k) is some normalization constant and d ab .... is the completely symmetric invariant tensor of order ~,~ (i=l,2,...,l=rank(~)) of g, so that T ¢x,) = d ab .... TaTbTC... is the hith order Casimir of the underlying Lie algebra ~.
In particular, the operator T(z)= Ta)(z) is the usual Sugawara stress-energy tensor satisfying the OPE
~c(g,k) 2r(w)
Or(w) 
T(z)T(w)= (z_w)4 + (z_w)-----~ 2 + (z_w-
-
w(~)(g, 1,) -2(k + g) " (1.5)
In these formulas g is the dual Coxeter number of g [2] . It is not very hard to show that the other fields T tx,), i=2,3 ..... 1, are primary fields w.r.t. T(z) if the d-symbols are chosen to be traceless (the d-symbols can be chosen such that they are mutually orthogonal).
The currents T(X,)(z) generate a set of local currents through OPE's: two currents A(z) and B(z) generate (AB)r(z), r ~ l 90, where

A(z)B(w)= E (!~)r-r +O(~--W)"
r~>0 (
1.6)
Let us denote by S the set of currents generated this way. The following is obvious
T(X')(z) ~ S, 2.1~S, 3. A(z) ~ S~ OA(z) ~ S, 4. A(z), B(z) ~ S ~ (AB)(z) ~ S.
A case of special interest is when S is the minimal set of currents obeying these requirements, i.e. when all the fields generated in the singular part of OPE's can be written as normal ordered products of the T(X')(z), i = 1,2 ..... l, and their derivatives.
The set S together with the products { }r: (A, B) ~ {AB}r, re Z ~>0, can be viewed as an abstract operator algebra, which we will denote as Vir [g, k] . The operator algebra Vir [g, k] is equivalent to the commutator algebra of the Fourier modes A, = ~(dz/2~ri)A(z)z "+aA-1. However, due to the presence of composite expressions this commutator algebra is not a Lie algebra in general (an exception is the case Vir[A~ 1), k]). It is therefore not very natural to pass to a formulation in terms of components A, in this situation; we will instead do the analysis directly on the level of currents A(z) and products { }~, r ~ Z/>o. In this context we define a representation of Vir[g, k] to be a linear map p from Vir[g, k] to a set S' of currents acting on some Hilbert space V such that
.
In I we explicitly investigated the operator product algebra of the Sugawara stress-energy tensor
and the third-order Casimir operator
' (1.8) for g = A N_ 1 (for conventions and method of calculation we refer to I). Apart from the result that T(z) satisfies the Virasoro OPE and that TO)(z) is a primary field of dimension 3 we found that the OPE of T(3)(z) and T(3)(w) is given by c/3
2T(w) OT(w)
TO)(z)TO)(w) = + --+ (z-w)' (z-w)" (z-w)' 
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In the expansion (1.9), apart from the identity operator and its descendants, an extra primary field R(n)(z) and a corresponding descendant field 0R(n)(z) are present in the singular terms. For general N the field R(4)(z) contains a term proportional to the 4th order Casimir of A N_ 1. For N = 3, however, no independent 4th order Casimir exists and one therefore expects some simplifications. In I we have shown that in the vertex operator realization of the level 1 representation of A(21) the field R(a)(z) vanishes identically. This shows that for k = 1 the field R(a)(z) plus the fields generated in OPE's with R(4)(z) form an ideal in the complete operator algebra and can consistently be put equal to zero. Thus the operator algebra Vir[A (1), 1] is minimal in the sense described above; we read off from (1.9) that it is actually equivalent to the algebra given by Zamolodchikov in [3] with c = 2. It was shown in I that in the vertex operator realization for A(21), k = 1, the expression for T(3)(z) reduces to the free field realization of this operator as given by Fateev and Zamolodchikov [4] .
Our main goal in this paper is to present an extension of the Goddard, Kent, Olive (GKO) coset construction of a so-called coset Virasoro algebra to the dimension-3 field T(3)(z). This will allow us to make contact with the results for c < 2 in [4] .
In fact we expect that a similar extended coset construction can be given more generally whenever we have a Kac-Moody subalgebra g'c g. The operators resulting from this construction constitute a representation of an extended Virasoro algebra which we will denote by Vir[g, g', k]. In this paper we focus on Vir[g • g, g, (k, 1)] where g c g ~ g is the diagonal embedding. This paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2 we explicitly give the construction of
, the operator product algebra is shown to reduce to Zamolodchikov's spin-3 algebra. In section 3 we present some results on the representation theory of Vir[g • g, g, (k, 1)] for simple, simply-laced g. We do not have a complete proof of these results but we give a number of non-trivial consistency checks which strongly support our formulas. In particular we will point out the relation of Vir[ A ¢U 1)_ 1 ~) A (N 1)_ 1' A~ )-1, (1, 1)] with the parafermion algebras [7] . Sect. 4 deals with the branching rules for irreducible HWM's of g • g into HWM's of gdiag • Vir[g • g, g,(k,1)]. Also here we give no complete proof but we go through a number of convincing consistency checks, one of which is the construction of some modular invariants. In sect. 5 we end with some conclusions and remarks. An appendix is added to explain some of our notations.
Coset construction
In this section we discuss how to extend the GKO coset construction [5, 6] to the Casimir operators of higher conformal dimension. We make this explicit for the dimension-3 operator associated to A~)_I (N >/3) For N = 3 we compare the resulting operator product algebra with Zamolodchikov's spin-3 algebra.
Before we address the construction of the extended coset Virasoro algebras let us first review the ordinary GKO coset construction.
The construction starts from a set of currents (with central charge k) corresponding to an untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra g. The Sugawara construction (1.2) gives a field T(z) satisfying a Virasoro algebra with central charge c(g, k) as in (1.4) . Let g'c g be a Kac-Moody subalgebra of g. Restricting the Sugawara construction to the currents corresponding to g' we obtain the Virasoro current T'(z) with central charge c(g', k'). The value k' is determined by the embedding g' c g through k' =jk where j is the Dynkin index of this embedding [9] . Now it is easily shown that the difference For ¢(g, g', k) >/1 we have no finite reducibility in terms of g' * Vir alone. This indicates that for those cases we should look for an extension of the coset Virasoro algebra which includes more generators than T(z) alone. It is the aim of this section to provide such an extension which will allow us to extend the finite reducibility theorem beyond e( g, g', k) < 1.
The following is a tentative definition of what we mean by an extended coset Virasoro operator algebra. 
( 2.3)
with T(1)(z ) and T(2)(Z ) as in (1.6). The coset central charge is
In order to write down the coset analogue 7~°)(z) of (1.7) we inspect the requirements (i), (ii) and (iii). From (i) and (ii) we learn that 7~(3)(z) is a normal ordered product cubic in the Kac-Moody currents J(~)(z) and J(~2)(z) (it is easily seen that bilinear terms involving a derivative are no good). The requirement (iii) implies that 7~°)(z) is a singlet under the underlying AN_ 1 subalgebra of g'. This restricts us further to the terms
where
Qa(z) =dabc(jbjc)(Z).
(2.7)
Notice that the combination T(~])(z)+ T~ (2] )(z) -T'O)(z), which is the natural analogue of 7=(z) in (2.4), does not satisfy the requirement (ii). We therefore allow a general linear combination of the terms appearing in (2.6) and proceed by imposing the requirements (ii) and (iii). Extensively using the results of I (in particular (2.11), (2.12) and the techniques of appendix A) we have found that the requirement that 7z(3)(z) is a primary field of dimension 3 under 7~(z) uniquely fixes ~'~(3)(2) up to a normalization factor BN(kx, k2):
It turns out that the remaining requirement (iii), expressed as
is now already satisfied. The next step in our construction is to determine the structure of the operator algebra Vir[A~) 1 $ A~)I, "lN-'(1) 1, ~'l,tb k2)] ' i.e. to calculate the OPE T°)(z)7=O)(w). After much arithmetic one finds where (4)(2) decouples from the theory if one of the levels (kl, k2) is equal to one!
We derived this remarkable result by showing that if we put k 2 = 1 and we explicitly insert the vertex operator realization for the level 1 currents J(~2)(z) then the field R(4)(z) vanishes identically. Let us briefly discuss some of the details of this calculation. First of all, for k 2 = 1 many of the terms in R(4)(z) vanish simply because they contain a multiplicative factor (k 2 -1). The remaining terms can be written as (2.14) and Ci(ki) are some constants with the property C i (k I = 1) = 0 whose precise form is irrelevant for the following discussion. The fields R(2)ab(z) and R(3)a(z) are primary fields of dimension 2 and 3 respectively (we remark that (JaR(3)a)(z) is proportional to the field R(4)(z) occurring in the expansion (1.9)). Furthermore, by inspecting the OPE's of Ja(z) with R(2)ab(w) and R(3)a(w) one finds that R (2)ab and R (3)a transform respectively as the 27 and the 8 representations of the SU(3) algebra generated by the J0 ~. By inserting the vertex operator realization of the currents J(~2)(z) (remember k 2 = 1) and using the techniques described in I one easily shows that both R(2)ab(z) and R(3)a(z) vanish.
We do not fully understand why the terms occurring in (2.13) turn out to have nice transformation properties under both 7~(z) and J0 ~ but we believe that this observation is essential if one tries to generalize the present construction to the higher order Casimirs.
The In the remainder of this section we summanze some results on the representation theory of this algebra [4] , which form a starting point for the generalizations we present in sect. 3-5. These results were obtained by Fateev and Zamolodchikov, who constructed a free field representation in the spirit of Feign and Fuks [17] , and Dotsenko and Fateev [18] . They considered highest weight modules L(h ~°) of which contain a highest weight vector I h ~o) obeying generate a closed operator algebra, with OPE coefficients that resemble the A 2 Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The construction we have given above clearly demonstrates why it is that properties of A 2 come into the game. In sect. 3 we will discuss how these representation theoretical results can be extended to Vir[g ~g, g,(k, 1) ] for all simple simply-laced Lie algebras ~,. In particular we will give the analogues of the expressions above.
Generalizations
It
In I we showed that the expression for T(3)(z) in the algebra Vir[A~ 1), k = 1] can be reduced to an expression depending only on the Cartan subalgebra generators, thus giving a free field representation which is determined by the d-symbols in the Cartan subalgebra only. Assuming that a similar reduction can also be done in more general cases we can try to obtain information on the extended Virasoro algebras by generalizing the free field construction as given by Fateev and Zamolodchikov [4] .
Though we have not yet completed our analysis, the structure given below is seen to emerge. Independent arguments for this generalization were presented in sect. 5 of I. The main result is an expression for the conformal dimensions of primary fields ~(p, q) which generate highest weight states for irreducible representations of the extended coset Virasoro algebras Vir[g • g, g, (k, 1)]. This information is then used in the following section to postulate branching rules for certain products of Kac-Moody representations.
In the following we make frequent use of the notation of Kac and Peterson [2, 19] concerning Kac-Moody algebra theory. The appendix contains a summary of notation and definitions.
Let ~, be a finite dimensional, simple, simply-laced Lie algebra. Consider I = rank(g) free scalar fields ~a(z) with two-point function
coupled to a background charge 7 a. The stress-energy tensor T(z) = T(2)(z) reads
T( Z ) = --l ~ab( ol~ga af~b )( g ) 4-i]/a a 2t~ga( z ) .
(3.2)
The central charge for its corresponding Virasoro algebra is given by c = 1-241~/I 2 . It is easy to see that the state V~(O)IO) is also a highest weight state w.r.t.
{L(X, ) dz = ~ -z"+x'-IT(x')( z )
of L~ x') eigenvalue, say, h(X,)(fl). In order to construct null-states following Fateev and Zamolodchikov [4] we have to find solutions to h(2)(fl) = 1.
(3.5)
In principle we could take any background charge y, but the most natural generalization of the construction in [4] seems to be to take y = a0~ , where ~ is the defining vector of the principal A 1 embedding in ~ defined in the appendix. In this case (3. Certainly (3.6) does not give all solutions to (3.5), but there is reason to expect that they are precisely the solutions such that 
T(x')(z)V~(±)(w) = L xj-1 (z -
In this form it can more easily be recognized as a generalization of the dimension formula for the Virasoro algebra [21] and of (2.17) for g = A~ 1). We stress that the validity of (3.20) and (3.21) in particular hinges on the assumptions that Vir[(g • g, g, (k, 1)] exists and that eq. (3.10) holds. There is little doubt that the proposed formula is correct because it passes the following tests.
(i) For all the c-values (3.18) in the region c < 1 [15] one can check that eq. (3.21) produces h (2) eigenvalues which are allowed by unitarity. Especially interesting is the case c(E(81) • E (1), (2,1)) = 21/22 where the h (2) values given by (3.21) give the subset of all Virasoro h-values at c = 21/22 contained in the non-standard modular invariant combination (At0, E6) [22] .
(ii) For Vir[A~) ~ • A~)I, A~)I, (1,1) ] the values 2(N-1)
exactly reproduce the set of c-values of the Z N parafermion algebras [7] . Moreover, in this case the h (2) values (3.20) agree precisely with the set given by [7, 8] . By (3.20)
we have Formula (3.24) is precisely the result of ref. [8] . The other regions can be identified similarly. Let us conclude this section by making a remark about Vir[(g • g, g, (1, k)].
From the expression (3.20) for h(2)(p, q) it is clear that h (2) is at least invariant
under the action of the automorphism group of the weight lattice of g which in particular contains the Weyl group W(g) of g. In general, however, the eigenvalues h<X,)(p, q) of the higher order Casimir operators will break this symmetry. Consider for example the case of g = A [ 1) . By explicitly working out the action of the Weyl group one finds that h (z) is invariant under the order-6 group S 3 -W(A2) elements R and S with R 2 = S 3 = 1 which act on the labels [P~ q'] generated by two
It is however easy to check from (2.18) that h t3) is in general only invariant under S. This breaks the symmetry to Z 3 [4] . This breaking also shows up if one computes the table of h (2) values for all p ~ p~,-3, q ~ p~,-2. One finds that the h (2) values are either 3-or 6-fold degenerate. Those which are 3-fold degenerate have h O) eigenvalue 0 whereas the 6-fold degenerates split into two sets of 3 with opposite h (3) eigenvalue. We expect that in the case g = A(~)_ 1 one should be able to prove in the same way that the symmetry of the coset model is Z N, which we know to be the case for the first term, i.e. Vir[(A~) 1 ~ AO)N-1, A (I)N-1, (1, 1) ] where we have shown the correspondence with the Z N-parafermion models.
Branching rules
Let us from now on assume that for g simple and simply-laced the coset algebra g/'= Vir[g • g, g, (m -g, 1)] can be constructed and that our formula (3.21) for the conformal dimensions of the fields is correct. As pointed out in sect. 2, one expects Y¢/~ to provide the additional structure necessary to extend the finite reducibility theorem for the diagonal embedding g c g ~ g with certain c-values larger than unity. In other words, we claim that the irreducible HWM's of g • g at level where L o is the zero component of the coset stress-energy tensor 7~(z). The full character also contains information on the L(o 3) eigenvalue of the states, but the specialization (4.1) is sufficient for our purposes. We propose the following branching rule For g = A~ 1) this branching rule is well-known [6] . Though the generalization (4.2) is presumably hard to prove we make four independent checks which provide strong evidence for its validity. (ii) In all the cases we checked (4.2) reproduces the well-known branching rules for tensor products of the finite dimensional representations of ~, occurring at the highest grade of the Kac-Moody HWM. It should be remarked that if one succeeds in proving (4.2) one actually has a generating formula for branching rules of tensor products of representations.
(iii) One can use the branching rule (4.2) to construct modular invariant sesquilinear combinations of characters (string partition function). For details of this procedure of constructing modular invariants we refer to ref. [16] . corresponding to the level 1 WZW models on the group manifolds of SU(3) and SU(3)/Z 3 respectively, the results are The k = 2 and k = 3 results were already given by Gepner and Witten [23] .
It is clear that the above construction can be extended to all simply laced g [24] . It may even be possible to achieve a complete classification of all modular invariants this way.
(iv) For the special case of g = A(21) we have been able to show, by explicitly acting with the operator L(03) on the highest weight vector occurring on the l.h.s, of (4.2) , that the h (3) eigenvalues given in (2.18) are also in agreement with the branching rule (4.2)*.
Discussion
In this paper we have shown that a coset construction for the 3rd order Casimir operator T(3)(z) of Vir[A~)_l, k] exists and we determined the corresponding operator algebra. In particular this determines the complete coset algebra Vir[A~ 1) * In this way we discovered that eq. (5.6) in ref. [4] is wrong by a factor of 2.
A (21) , Atl),(kl, k2) ]. For k 2 = 1 this algebra has been shown to reduce miraculously to Zamolodchikov's spin-3 algebra.
We conjectured the existence of coset algebras Vir[g, g', k] for every Kac-Moody subalgebra g' of g and gave expressions for the conformal dimensions h(2)(p, q) of a main sequence c = c(m) of minimal models corresponding to the diagonal coset algebras Vir[g (9 g, g,(m-g, 1) ] for simple, simply-laced g. We also postulated branching rules for HWM's of g (9 g in terms of HWM's of gdiag (9 Vir [g (9 g, g,   (m -g, 1) ].
It is clear that a lot of work remains to be done in proving these conjectures (though a number of consistency checks have made them more than plausible) and extending them to all coset algebras Vir[g, g', k] or even to super Kac-Moody algebras. We believe that a complete understanding of Vir[g, g', k] might very well lead to a classification of all (rational) 2D conformal field theories, which would be of great interest in string theory and statistical mechanics.
In all the work on 2D conformal field theory which has been done so far there seems to be an intriguing relationship among a triplet (i) a (rational) 2D conformal field theory.
(ii) a coset pair (g, g'), (iii) an integrable lattice model. In this paper we have tried to work out the relationship between (i) and (ii). Concerning (iii) we can remark that recently Jimbo et al. [25, 26] constructed a family of exactly solvable two-dimensional lattice models by extending the construction of "restricted solid on solid" (RSOS) models by Andrews et al. [27] . These models are based on the weight space of A~ )_ 1-It is conjectured that the local state probabilities of these models in the continuum limit are related to the irreducible decomposition of characters for the coset pair (A(~)_I (9 A~)_I, A~)_~) as is known for N = 2 [28] . It therefore seems likely that the coset Casimir models we have constructed are the continuum limits of the RSOS models of Jimbo et al. It would be very interesting to unravel this correspondence and, in particular, to make explicit the higher symmetries in these lattice models.
Note added
After completion of this paper we received a preprint by Fateev and Lykyanov [29] containing results for A(N1)_I agreeing with ours in sect. 3. We also received a thesis by Hayashi [30] who studied higher order Casimir operators.
We would like to thank M. Jimbo for providing refs. [29, 30] 
